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ABSTRACT

A major aspect of promotional strategy adopted by the Pharma firms in India, has been, personal selling through medical representatives (MRs). However from last few years particularly after the introduction of product patent regime in 2005, market scenarios started changing drastically. To add to the trouble of Pharma marketers, in a development in July 2012 the Indian Pharma companies agreed in principle to enforce a code that will restrict them from offering gifts or other SOPS to doctors. This has resulted in changes in the level, intensity and parameters of competition. MRs who earlier acted as the backbone for the Indian Pharma sector, are finding it very hard to compete, and to make every interaction with doctors, count. Today the Pharma companies that leverage technology solutions such as ERP, CRM, mobility solutions, only have the scope of survival in future. Pharmaceutical companies are gradually realizing that they can no longer afford to be only product or market focused. They have to focus now on relationship marketing or customer relationship management (CRM) in order to gain a complete understanding of their current and potential customers. By implementing CRM, not only the efficiency of sales and marketing efforts increase, but also customer’s experience and loyalty towards the pharmaceutical company is enhanced. This research paper presents a review of some of the selected papers and analyzes the factors that influence the prescription behaviour of doctors and tries to evaluate the effects of CRM and personal selling strategies of Pharma companies on this prescription behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION

The Indian Pharmaceutical Industry that was practically non-existent in early 1970’s, came into focus when India took over as the primary center for pharmaceutical production of bulk drugs and products without patent production. It’s a highly fragmented market and the top 10 pharmaceutical companies account for only 35-40% of the market. There are over 10,000 pharmaceutical companies in India. (D’ Souza Ajay, 2012). The Indian pharmaceutical industry currently valued at 72069 crore INR ranked 3rd largest in terms of volume and 14th in terms of value, in global pharmaceutical market business. (Shah Viral, 2012) The Indian Pharma industry has been growing at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of more than 15% over the last five years but the market experienced a slowdown in the financial year 2013-2014 and its growth has gone down to 9.8% from 16.6% in 2012 (pharmaceutical industry update 2012). This slow down can be attributed to the new drug pricing policy and the regulatory interventions over the last year (Pharma summit, 2013). Presently, India is considered as one among the top five pharmaceutical emerging markets of the world. India has established itself as a big mart of the pharmaceutical industry (Brute Gert, 2011). The Indian pharmaceutical market is predicted to grow from USD 12.6 million in 2009 to USD 55 billion by 2020 and India will join the group of top 10 global pharmaceutical markets in terms of sales by 2020 with the total value reaching USD 50 billion by than (Mc Kinsey report, 2013)

On 1st January 2005, Indian Pharmaceutical industry aligned itself to the global standards due to the enactment of an amendment to ‘India’s patent law’, this change was considered highly significant because the amendment came after a gap of 33 years (India’s patent law was introduced in 1972). This move was initiated in line with the WTO’s Trade Related Aspects Of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement, which mandated protection on both products and processes for a period of 20 years. To add to this intensifying competitive scenario, potential regulatory interventions could hurt pricing in long run and to top it the introduction of product patent regime [The Indian Patents (Amendment) act 2005] will significantly reduce the basket of products available for introduction (Sharma Shashi, 2007). Despite of all the challenges Indian Pharmaceutical industry is all set to score new heights in the near future. The top 10 Pharma companies of India have contributed to 41% of total Indian Pharma market, which is higher
than its contribution of 39% in 2010 and these companies had a collective growth of 9% that is lower than the growth of Indian Pharma market (PwC study, 2013). There has been a slowdown in the growth of the top Indian as well as Multinational companies. However, the slowdown is more prominent in the MNCs than in the Indian companies. In Pharma marketing sector in India, each type of firm has its own marketing strategy. While MNCs take on a more aggressive outlook towards Indian market due to changing marketing environments inside as well as outside the country, the domestic companies try to leverage upon there expanded field force. Another interesting feature about this sector is that top 10 Pharma firms hold even less than 50% of the market share and making the conditions worse, the implementation of ‘ National Pharmaceutical Pricing Policy 2012’ (NPPP) by GOI (Government of India) has resulted in margin erosion from 20% and 10% to 16% and 8% for retailers and stockists respectively. This has reduced the interest of these distribution channel members in the distribution of pharmaceutical products. Further, a uniform code for sales and marketing practices and compulsory licensing has made promotion tougher and competition intense in this sector. Although the industry reviews seem very positive for Indian Pharmaceutical market but the domestic market scenario is not as rosy a picture as it may seem to an outsider. In a development in July 2012, a joint meeting of IPA(Indian Pharmaceutical Alliance), OPPI( organization of pharmaceutical producers of India), IDMA( Indian drug manufacturers association), the Indian Pharma companies have agreed in principle to enforce a code that will restrict them from offering gifts or other sops to doctors(PTI, July 2012).

Both NPPP & Pharmaceutical marketing code regulations have been enforced due to the fact that competitive pressure in the domestic formulation market has been rising steadily for sometime due to increase in marketing efforts by domestic players. MNCs have renewed their focus in India, smaller players contribute by offering huge discount incentives to the distribution network and doctors.(pharmaceutical industry update 2012). Moreover Pharma marketing falls under the ambit of certain regulations. Under the existing system wherein the Pharma products cannot be advertised and Pharma companies cannot directly or indirectly sponsor travel, entertainment, and hospitality for medical practitioners and their families.(Kolhatkar, Inamdar 2012). Till 2012 the Prescription generation from the customers (doctors) was primarily based on the sales efforts exerted by the field force of the company along with the sales promotion efforts exerted at the distributor end.(Sagar & Kalaskar, 2012) but due to intense competition at present and an expected, further intensification of the same in near future, with MNCs turning their prime focus, in India, the survival of the fittest and smartest marketer will come into play. Export markets will surely become lucrative in near future, for Indian Pharmaceutical companies but considering the trends of the Indian Pharma market, it will be fruitful for the companies to focus upon and consolidate their market share in their home market first of all and then start looking for greener pastures outside.(Indian Pharma summit 2015)

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP viz.-a-viz. APPLICATION IN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

Customer relationship management (CRM) is the strategic process of shaping the interactions between a company and its customers with the goal of maximizing current and lifetime value of customers for the company as well as maximizing, satisfaction for customers. CRM is a complex set of activities that together form the basis for a sustainable and hard-to-imitate competitive advantage because it involves vital customer-focused strategies. Foundation of CRM in the pharmaceutical industry is based on the prescribers (i.e. doctor) and sales force relationship. Pharmaceutical firms spend a large amount of money on marketing communication directed towards physicians. Traditionally, salespeople in the pharmaceutical industry have been held accountable for short-term revenue generation to achieve higher sales volumes. However, due to the entry of more players in the market over the last decade, the matrix of success for pharmaceutical marketing has shifted perceptibly from customer revenue to customer profitability. Pharmaceutical companies rely on sales/medical representatives to deliver marketing messages to the Doctors. A sales/medical representative prepares a customer list (of doctors) in his or her sales territory and prepare their call plans for the day/week/month in accordance with this customer list.
These representatives often do not enlist into the call plan, those doctors who do not prescribe their products, and devote extra time and effort on doctors who are most responsive to their products. If armed with the right information, a representative can call on doctors according to their likelihood of responding to specific brands, and can carry out detailing and sampling of specific brands resulting in higher customer profitability. Pharmaceutical companies are gradually realizing that they can no longer afford to be only product or market focused. Hence they have to focus now on customer relationship management (CRM) and gain a complete understanding of their current and potential customers. Companies, which implement CRM, not only increase the efficiency of their sales and marketing efforts, but also enhance their customer’s experience and loyalty towards the pharmaceutical company. Some additional challenges that pharmaceutical companies in India are facing, includes: (i) Patients influencing doctors prescriptions (ii) Cost-effectiveness of the brand of drugs; (iii) Guarding against unethical dispensing of medicines at chemists level, which bypass the physicians decision on specific brand of drugs (thereby defeating the whole purpose of the efforts done by the Pharma marketers). Critical decisions concerning strategy and resource allocation necessitate a detailed and accurate understanding of customers and overall market. By using successful sales and service strategies, pharmaceutical company could maximize customer profitability, improve marketing campaign effectiveness, and optimize multi-channel interactions with customers, resulting in higher revenue and a competitive advantage. The road map to profitability for pharmaceutical companies has been changing. Never before has the industry faced so many challenges at once. Harder-to-find blockbuster molecules, expiring patents, need to research for money making drugs, pricing pressure from all players, and competition from new drugs, me-too drug and generics are all threatening industry profitability. In addition, issues such as: strict industry and government regulations, Drug Price Control Order (DPCO), increasing media and public scrutiny coupled with prescribing decision-makers inaccessibility (viz: doctors who have less time to spend with the Pharma firm’s sales force) require more resources from companies just to maintain status- quo ’ and all this has made it difficult to achieve the firms profitability. The pharmaceutical landscape has, therefore, become more volatile and unpredictable. While these firms have to bear the soaring costs of Research and development, the purchasing power vested with few customers coupled with stringent regulations have made the promotional efforts more challenging. Today, the Pharma companies are forced to control spending on doctors. CRM helps Pharma companies to generate revenue from shelf life by reaching more new prescribers (doctors) and patients (end customer) thereby keeping them loyal by increasing their well being. Finally it is the Pharma CRM strategy that provides base for new product innovations which provides competitive advantage to these firms, to continue to thrive in the market and grow. CRM is essential for Pharmaceutical and life sciences companies- with products ranging from Low involvement products to critical, high involvement products, the type of relationships between the companies, their channels, doctors and end customers are quite unique. It is a relationship built on trust and delivery.

EFFECTS OF PHARMACEUTICAL CRM ON THE PRESCRIPTION GENERATION FROM DOCTORS

Foundation of CRM in the pharmaceutical industry is based on the prescribers (i.e. doctor) and sales force relationship. Pharmaceutical firms spend a large amount of money on marketing communication directed towards physicians. For example, the firm spent $ 8.5 billion on marketing communication( Padhy & Patnaik, 2008) directed at physicians (Wittink, 2002, Neslin, 2001) in the year 2000. Out of the above expenditure, the major head was under the detailing budget that included personal sales calls on physicians. Since detailing is a personal interaction between a physician and the firms representatives, the budget allocated are spent at the individual physician level for generating Long-term prescriptions for patients (Morelli and Konigsberg, 1992). Researchers (Narayanan, Manchand and Chintagunta, 2005) have also argued that such marketing efforts made by the firms may have both informative (e.g. reducing cognitive uncertainty) and a persuasive (e.g. inducing positive affect roles). The most useful research in this direction is probably the sparse literature in medicine that examines the motives of physicians while dispensing free samples to the patients. Such motives could emanate from factors such as: (1) financial
savings; (2) convenience; (3) immediate initiation of therapy (4) demonstrating appropriate use of drugs; (5) adjustment of doses; (6) evaluating effectiveness of adverse effects of drugs (Chew, et al., 2000; Duffy and Clark, 2003) Studies (Gönil et al., 2001) have revealed that detailing has a positive and significant effect on doctors prescription of specific brand of drugs. Others find that detailing has a very modest effect (Mizik and Jacobson, 2004) or no effect at all (Rosenthal et al., 2003) on brand prescriptions or sales (Leeflang et al., 2004) pointed that the incongruent effects of detailing are mainly due to the marketing expenditure made by the firms across different brands. Promotion of brands would vary in accordance with Physicians preference and responsiveness of the marketers to promote them through detailing, frequent meeting or by using other promotional instruments. Though marketing efforts by pharmaceutical companies have positively affected the physicians. Prescriptions, diminishing returns to detailing have also been frequently reported (Manchanda, Rossi and Chintagunta 2004) found that product detailing had positive effects on prescription behavior of high-volume physicians, while the low-volume physician were found to be more attentive and responsive towards detailing. Researches in the past also revealed that Detailing (30.6 percent) and sampling (50.6 percent) to physicians amount to 81 percent of promotion spending by pharmaceutical firms in 2000 (Rosenthal et al., 2003). When the firm promotes a more effective drug, as compared to a less effective drug, its ability to lower physician uncertainty about the drug and increase physicians affect toward the drug is higher, and there will be stronger scientific evidence to back up the marketing effort (Azoulay, 2002 and Narayana, Manchanda 2006) argued that a physician may financially subsidize low income or low-coverage patients through sample-dispensing and the prescribed drug is administered as a free sample.
RESEARCH REVIEWS OF SOME SELECTED RESEARCH PAPERS

Title of the Paper: Self-Medication, Doctor & Marketing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Factors/variables studied</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Tools/Technique adopted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2010 | Rajesh Uttam Kanthe | I) attitude of doctors towards OTC products in comparison to prescribed products.  
II) Understand the physicians behaviour & influence of various promotional schemes  
III) effectiveness of sales promotional tools. | 200 physicians | Questionnaire survey used for data collection.  
Data analyzed using percentage method |

Findings of the study: A detailing visit lasts for five to ten minutes and an MR discusses about the drug’s composition, therapeutic value, proper dosage and potential side effects etc. Are communicated. The findings of the study reveal that the effects of detailing and sampling differ across drugs, however one important observation noticed was that the marketing activities on physicians prescribing behaviour ranged from very small to modest for each of the drugs studied. For the three drugs studied, results indicated that it took an average 1 to 10 more visits after first visit by the MR, to induce new prescription. It took 20-73 additional samples to induce one new prescription. Physicians are not easy targets readily persuaded by MRs but rather are tough sells as evidenced by the minimal influence of sales activities on their prescribing behaviour. The major reason for the limited effect of MRs is that the physicians know that they have other sources of information, such as scientific papers, advice from colleagues and a physician's own training and experience and according to majority of Physicians these sources are far more reliable and trustworthy than MRs. Many physicians even held negative attitudes towards MRs, they feel that the information given by them is biased towards the promoted drug and is unlikely to be objective or even accurate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Factors/variables studied</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Tools/Technique adopted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Despina Karayanni</td>
<td>An exploratory research study that tries to establish associations between physician’s personal values with his/her prescribing criteria and preferred marketing communication</td>
<td>69 physicians</td>
<td>Questionnaire method adopted to collect primary data. The sample of 69 physicians were divided &amp; then studied under three clusters: brand ‘loyals ’, ‘Moodies’ and ‘bohemians ’. Then a series of ANOVA and TUKEY tests were applied to these clusters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings of the study: The researcher was able to find out meaningful differences among the three clusters. The **Brand Loyals** have the greatest possibility among all three clusters to prescribe a branded over a generic medicine. They are more responsive to firm’s promotional activities. The **Moodies** - most probable among the three clusters to prescribe a generic medicine over non-branded ones. They show least interest among the clusters towards the marketing communication efforts of Pharma firms. The **Bohemians** - don’t discriminate between branded & generic medicines show maximum interest towards the promotional efforts especially detailing by MRs, of Pharma firms. There are three aspects to a Pharmaceutical company’s marketing communication. Viz. Direct to consumer communication, Company- Customer (physician) communication, Detailer(MR)-physician communication. According to the researcher Physicians prescribing behaviour is a hybrid buying situation because it lies in between the industrial and consumer buying situation because just like industrial buying situation, the product/brand to be purchased/prescribed is decided by a person (Physician/doctor) other than the buyer/user (patient) yet the choice of medicine to be prescribed primarily depend upon scientific criteria, however personal and social values (of the prescriber) may play a role, especially when it is about diseases that may be treated by a few alternative medicines with negligible differences. Physicians take into account a number of factors such as: price sensitivity for the drugs before prescribing it to the patient. Patient’s psychological reaction to the product such as use or efficacy that may mediate the Physician’s prescribing behaviour. Firm’s marketing communication mix that includes detailing, sales promotion & publicity. Physician’s personal values may also be associated with their prescription and their attitudes towards complementary and marketing communication means.
Title of the Paper: Doctor’s Expectations from Pharmaceutical Companies: Which will Influence Their Prescription Behaviour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Factors/variables studied</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Tools/Technique adopted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Dr. Kolhatkar J malhar</td>
<td>11 attributes of pharmaceutical companies were selected which was reduced to 4 factors for the purpose of study.</td>
<td>116 Doctors (Physicians &amp; consultants)</td>
<td>Questionnaire method adopted to collect primary data. Data Tabulation method used to interpret &amp; analyze and results have been derived by factor analysis with principal component analysis method so as to reduce 11 factors to 4 because these four factors account for 70.43% of total variances. These factors have been identified by using varimax with Kaiser normalization technique.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Findings of the study:** The biggest challenge faced by the Indian Pharmaceutical industry (IPL) lies in reinventing communication. MR is not only the face of the company but also creates an impact on the prescriber i.e. Physician/doctor. In pharmaceutical marketing, communication is most important part and main objective is to make an impression, an impression which is long lasting. In order to achieve good relationship/bonding with the customers (doctors), it is important for the Pharma companies to understand their desire and give them exactly what they want in terms of knowledge, communication and updates on recent innovations. The four major factors effecting the physicians prescribing behaviour identified by the study are:

- **Knowledge updating sponsorship** - this factor is perceived to be the most important factor with highest explained variance of 22.02%. 4/11 variables load on significantly to this factor. This includes literature updates, CMEs, Journal etc. This factor influences the doctors most while prescribing products of a particular company.
- **Scientific Information updates support** - has second highest explained variance of 18.229%. 3/11 variables load on significantly to this factor. It includes scientific updates on medicine, diseases, molecules, researches etc.
- **Promotional Inputs** - this factor receives 3rd highest explained variance of 17.180%, 3/11 variables load on significant to this factor. It includes brand reminders, samples, gifts etc.
- **Reputation of company** - factor 4 has a variance of 13.010%. Although less but doctors do give some importance to company image, stock exchange position etc. Doctors tend to prescribe the brands of a reputed company. This assures quality and availability too.
Title of the Paper: A Study of Psycho Social Factors on Doctors Prescribing Behaviour - An Empirical Study in India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Factors/variables studied</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Tools/ Technique adopted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Dr. Neeti Kasliwal</td>
<td>Prescription behaviour of the doctors (males &amp; females) and the level of importance given to the psycho social factors (like MRs product knowledge and MR as a source of information of new drugs) across different specialities of doctors before making their prescription choices.</td>
<td>750 doctors of five different specialities namely, General Medicine, Gynecology, Pediatrics, Ophthalmology and Psychiatry. Response was generated from 431 doctors.</td>
<td>A questionnaire was formulated and pretested for reliability and validity and necessary changes were incorporated to formulate a standardized questionnaire using Likert Scale. The statistical tools used were frequency distribution, ANOVA and Z-test for analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Findings of the study:** The results & findings of the study reveal that the Pediatricians rated psycho social (non medical) factors as least important factors influencing prescribing as compared to other specialties. Moreover senior doctors between the age group of 40-45 years, who are looked upon as KOL (key opinion leaders) to make rational prescribing decisions based on clinical facts, also rated these psycho social factors as less influencing as compared to younger doctors. The importance attached to the psycho social factors while prescribing a drug has been less on different specialties of doctors except in case of Psychiatrists who rated high importance to MRs personality traits in their prescription choices, Ophthalmologists who rated colleagues as a source of information of new drugs as more important factor as compared to other specialties and Gynecologists who considered MR as a source of information of new drugs, as important factor which is contrary to prior studies where MRs information is perceived by doctors as untrue and inaccurate. The importance attached to the psycho social factors on prescribing behaviour of male doctors was found to be less as compared to female doctors.
Title of the Paper : Pharmaceutical Marketing Mix Strategy and Physician’s Prescription Behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Factors/variables studied</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Tools/Technique adopted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Rizwan Raheem Ahmed</td>
<td>The physicians prescription behaviour has been taken as a dependent variable and scientific activities adopted by the Pharma firms such as RTDs, detailing, skills of MRs, literature and samples for promotion etc. Are taken as independent variables.</td>
<td>100, including HCPs (health care professionals) &amp; MRs of Pharma firms. The exact number of these two has not been mentioned in the research paper</td>
<td>The questionnaire survey method is used for data collection and SPSS is used for Correlation and Regression techniques have been used for the understanding of Physician’s prescription behaviour.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Findings of the study:** The study reveals that in pharmaceutical industry two chains run parallel to each other, the process starts with the product chain wherein a new drug formulation/molecule is developed, approved and tested in clinical trials. This chain is followed by prescription chain wherein the product is promoted to doctor’s who after thorough validation prescribe it to patients who in turn purchase it from chemist (retailer). Both these chains are linked to the core marketing objective. The results obtained from the survey indicate that there is no system in Pakistan to control the marketing activities and promotional tools opted by health care professionals as well as the companies. Globally, including India and Pakistan the old trend of keeping aside 15-20% of the product budget for salesperson salaries is changing. It has been substituted with significant reduction in fixed cost that is occurring in terms of compensation to the field force. Trend is towards digitization of promotion in pharmaceutical field. The key factors for success in Pharma market as identified by the researcher is, field force skills enhancement and right kind of strategies. The researcher identifies field force optimization as the need of the hour. According to the study internet based marketing, e-detailing, sales optimization and sales analytical software can change the dimensions of sales in Pharma. The study also points out that if MRs have established good relations with Physicians, there are more chances of Doctors prescription for the promoted certain drug/brand. The data analysis points out that there is a correlation of these variables with the subject of the study i.e. factors influencing the prescribing behavior of the physician. The data shows the significance level of individual independent variable such as Promotional tools. The results of Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) indicate that independent variables have significant relationship with dependent variable. Thereby indicating that Promotional tools like : Literature, Samples, Detailing Knowledge & skills of Medical Reps, Activities like RTD’s, LSP & FSP, CME’s all influence the physician’s prescription behavior.
CONCLUSION

The literature review done so far indicates that on an average a Medical representative (MR) makes only two quality calls per day, physicians feel that MRs are more aggressive and less experienced today than they were in the past. Very few doctors remember the brands promoted by MRs, according to docs the main role of an MR is to provide useful practical information to doctors and generate prescription for the products promoted by them moreover doctors can get trustworthy and relevant information from other sources such as online options, symposiums, seminars, colleagues etc. Therefore they don’t have to rely on MRs for it. Researchers have suggested that MRs are not to be phased out completely by Pharma firms but there number can be easily reduced and they should be replaced by people called MSL/MSR i.e. Medical Science Liaison or Medical science Representatives. These are suppose to be those Pharma representatives that keep them informed, protect them from prescribing the wrong drug, someone who talks like them and is like another health professional and not a pushy sales representative. Some researches indicate that promotional activities, positively influence the prescription behaviour of doctors but it is rather more important to develop and maintain relationship with customers (doctors) by continuously engaging and giving them constant reminder about the brands. A healthy and long term relation can last if doctor is engaged with the MRs through continuous sharing of knowledge and helping them to counsel and aid the patients wherever possible. Some research papers also suggest that MRs, while meeting the doctors for the first time should try to trace the doctor’s psycho graphic traits, in order to adapt his/her communication efforts to the doctor’s typology.

As far as applications of CRM solutions to the Pharma marketing is concerned, researches indicate that Ideal ’ CRM solution is not always feasible and CRM has over promised and under delivered benefits to its practitioners. A well designed customer- centric CRM system, helps the Pharma firms in establishing a single view of the customer and in turn present a single face to the customer and develop a meaningful customer segmentation and customizing and differentiating customer communications based on the insights extracted from segmented data. It will help Pharma firm to create a sustainable competitive advantage in this highly competitive market, if they are able to perform and manage it well and better than others. The doctors give importance to knowledge and prefer to prescribe products/brands of those Pharma companies which help them to keep themselves updated with scientific and medical knowledge. Promotional efforts just prove to be ‘an icing on the cake ’.

All in all it can be concluded that prescribing behaviour of doctors is a complex activity involving interplay of number of factors which varies from marketing, relationship & CRM strategies adopted by Pharmaceutical companies to medical & psycho social factors which are also rated as an important criteria in the doctors decision to prescribe. The psycho social factors varies across different demographic characteristics of the doctors and the young doctors are more influenced by them as compared to the senior doctors & among all specialities of doctors, gynecologists are more receptive towards the information given by the MRs.
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